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- 97% Graduation Rate
- 62% Earned Advanced Diplomas
- 32% Earned Associate Degrees
- 70% Attending Two or Four Year College
- 93% SOL Pass Rate (Reading)
- 85% SOL Pass Rate (Biology)
- 93% SOL Pass Rate (World Geography)
- 98% SOL Pass Rate (Algebra I)
- 20% Entering Career/Technical Programs; Workforce; Military
“I learned how to work with a team in a real world environment. I have learned how to communicate with other people and how to adjust plans to make sure we still reach our goal if something comes up.”

“I learned a lot about using HTML and Figma and I have a better understanding of data collection and analysis.”

“I liked the way the sprints were set to mimic an office space where teams had to decide on their own what they would do to accomplish what was needed.”